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I hereby propose The Triple Chair as an alternative to the firing 
squad. The triple chair is a mobile contraption that should come 
in handy for battlefield executions but may also find application in 
civilian life. It is called The Triple Chair because it combines three 
already existing forms of capital punishment- electric chair, gas 
chamber and firing squad. The Triple chair will be a Kevlar coated 
chair with restraints, an attached gas tank/gas mask and a rigged 
pistol/stun gun. The condemned is placed in the chair, suitable gas-
es are delivered to him via a mask to stun him. Simultaneously or 
slightly delayed the rigged pistol gives him a jolt of electricity and 
fires low velocity/low range but lethal bullets directly into his/her 
heart. The gun will be fired point blank-not exceeding a few inches 
from the torso.

 This moveable, Kevlar coated chair can be used on the battle field 
singly or in multiples- on trucks, trains, warships, submarines, air-
craft carriers and even on planes and helicopters. Apart from its 
portability, the automatic device ensures the executioner does not 
have to be in the same room as the executed at the time of execu-
tion, reducing uncomfortable guilt feelings and the need for dud 
bullets in conventional firing squads.
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